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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In 2019, 97% of countries in Western Europe were not adding Nuoride to their water.  While a

handful use Nuoridated salt, the majority do not. Yet, despite the lack of Nuoridated water or salt

in their diets, the rates of tooth decay have declined signiTcantly in all the countries.

In September 2021, Great Britain's health secretary Sajid Javid announced he would be adding

Nuoride to all public water supplies,  forcing citizens to consume the neurotoxin. The statement

came in conjunction with approval by the United Kingdom's chief medical o\cers from England,

Northern Ireland, Wales and Scotland.

Paradoxically, his announcement comes one year after a consumers’ group in the U.S. Tled a

federal lawsuit challenging water Nuoridation that supplies 200 million U.S. citizens. The suit was

brought against the Environmental Protection Agency and would require water utilities to stop

Nuoridation.

Fluoride is a naturally-occurring mineral in water and soil that scientists in the 1940s found might

help prevent tooth decay.  Water Nuoridation began in the U.S. in Grand Rapids, Michigan, in 1945

and other Michigan communities and then states adopted the practice in the years that followed.

Ninety-six percent of the Nuoride  used in U.S. water systems comes from apatite ore, the source

of phosphate fertilizers. While the mineral’s composition also includes “high concentrations” of

hydroxide, Nuoride and chloride, the CDC calls the addition of this neurotoxic chemical “one of

public health's greatest success stories.”  Yet, this “great success story” originates with highly

toxic by-products in the production of fertilizer.

The production process involves mixing the apatite with sulfuric acid derived from molten sulfur,

which the American Water Works Association describes as “a waste product from cleaning

petroleum feedstock.”

Once the toxic vapors are converted to a dangerous liquid waste, it is transported from fertilizer

factories to water reservoirs where it is added to drinking water.  However, unlike pharmaceutical

grade Nuoride in toothpaste, this is “an untreated industrial waste product, one that contains trace

elements of arsenic and lead.”

Unfortunately, not many are aware of the effects Nuoride has as a cradle-to-grave neurotoxin or

the origin of the waste product added to the water supply. Although there has been some

pushback against the proposal in the U.K.,  Javid “is understood to be keen to press ahead with

adding the mineral to the water supply and will gain powers to do so across England under laws

going through parliament.”

Despite Evidence of Danger, UK to Force Fluoridation

In a concerted effort to convince the public to accept the proposal, the U.K.’s chief medical

o\cers came out together endorsing water Nuoridation across the U.K. countries.  In an effort to

make it look like adding Nuoride to the water is a beneTt to U.K. citizens’ health, they added the

proposal to legislation called “The Health and Care bill,”  which is set to go before the MPs, which

will then give Javid the authority needed to order Nuoridation.

In response to this, three British scientists sent a public letter to Great Britain's prime minister,

Boris Johnson. In the press release published from the U.K Freedom from Fluoride Alliance they

write,  “This is not a good time for the British government to mislead the public on the dangers

posed by the practice of water Nuoridation.”

The scientists believe that the statements from the chief medical o\cers from the four U.K.

countries extol the weak beneTts of Nuoridation, but ignore stronger evidence that Nuoride is a

developmental neurotoxin. According to the scientists,

“The dental lobby has controlled this debate for far too long. You can repair a damaged

tooth but early damage to the brain (especially during fetal development and infancy)

cannot be repaired or reversed.

This is so serious for the future of our country that the matter should not be resolved by

the kind of ‘sleight of hand’ used by those who wrote the script for the CMOs’ statement.”

In their statement  there are two short paragraphs that deal with the risk of Nuoridation, which the

scientists refer to as “sleight of hand.” Within the paragraphs, the CMOs do not mention the

numerous studies demonstrating neurotoxicity and do not mention the lawsuit against the U.S.

EPA. These points were made in their open letter to the prime minister in which they said they:

“... sincerely hope that your health advisers will acknowledge the strong scientiDc

evidence of Euoride’s neurotoxicity (and other ill health effects) and put the health of our

people above promoting what appears to be a well-intended but clearly outdated practice

of water Euoridation.

This would not be the Drst time that a well-entrenched medical or dental practice has had

to give way to advances in scientiDc understanding of unexpected side effects.”

However, as reported in The Times,  “Chris Whitty, the chief medical o\cer for England, has

dismissed safety concerns over the compounds, saying there is no evidence that it causes cancer

and that claims about health risks are 'exaggerated and unevidenced'.”

Strong Evidence Fluoride Is Neurotoxic

One of the Trst studies demonstrating Nuoride has an adverse effect on children's IQ was

originally published in 1989 in the Chinese Journal of Control of Endemic Diseases. Since then,

the Fluoride Action Network  has recorded dozens of studies that have analyzed the relationship

between IQ and Nuoride. 

Of these, 70 human studies and 60 animal studies have demonstrated an association between

exposure and a reduction in learning or memory capacity. The human studies had children and

adult participants that provide compelling evidence of damage. The Fluoride Action Network also

published an analysis of the challenges associated with the studies that did not Tnd an

association.

Some of the strongest studies demonstrating an association were published in 2019 and 2020.

The claims made by proponents of Nuoridation that there is only “one or two studies” Tnding

harm, or that they are only from areas with naturally high Nuoride levels, are no longer relevant.

The scientiTc evidence can now be considered overwhelming and undeniable. The studies

include:

Green 2019 — published in the Journal of the American Medical Association’s journal on

Pediatrics.  It reported substantial IQ loss in Canadian children from prenatal exposure to

Nuoride from water Nuoridation.

Riddell 2019 — published in Environment International.  It found a shocking 284% increase in

the prevalence of ADHD among children in Nuoridated communities in Canada compared to

nonNuoridated ones.

Till 2020 — published in Environment International.  It reported that children who were bottle-

fed in Canadian Nuoridated communities lost up to 8.8 IQ points compared to those in

nonNuoridated communities.

Uyghurturk 2020 — published in Environmental Health,  It found that pregnant women in

Nuoridated communities in California had signiTcantly higher levels of Nuoride in their urine

than those in nonNuoridated communities. The levels found in their urine were the same as

those found to lower children’s IQ in past studies.

Malin 2019 — published in Environmental Health.  It linked a doubling of symptoms indicative

of sleep apnea in adolescents in the U.S. to levels of Nuoride in the drinking water. The link

between Nuoride and sleep disturbances may be through Nuoride’s effect on the pineal gland.

Malin 2019 — published in Environment International.  It reported that exposure to Nuoridated

water led to a reduction in kidney and liver function among adolescents in the U.S. and

suggested those with poorer kidney or liver function may absorb more Nuoride bodies. The

National Institutes of Health funded this study.

The level of evidence that Nuoride is neurotoxic now far exceeds the evidence that was in place

when lead was banned from gasoline. A recent review by Danish scientist, Harvard professor and

neurotoxicity expert Dr. Philippe Grandjean also concluded that:

“… there is little doubt that developmental neurotoxicity is a serious risk associated with

elevated Euoride exposure, whether due to community water Euoridation, natural Euoride

release from soil minerals, or tea consumption, especially when the exposure occurs

during early development.

Given that developmental neurotoxicity is considered to cause permanent adverse effects,

the next generation’s brain health presents a crucial issue in the risk-beneDt assessment

for Euoride exposure.”

Fluoride Is an Endocrine Disrupter That Affects the Brain

Evidence shows that Nuoride as an endocrine disrupter affects both sleep and the brain. It

contributes to the rising rate of children and adults with attention deTcit hyperactive disorder

(ADHD). One study  published in 2015 demonstrated that children with higher rates of medically

diagnosed ADHD resided in states where there was a greater proportion of people consuming

Nuoridated water.

In 2006, the National Resource Council of the National Academies labeled Nuoride an endocrine

disruptor.  According to the National Institutes of Health in 2014,  “Research shows that

endocrine disruptors may pose the greatest risk during prenatal and early postnatal development

when organ and neural systems are forming.” The NIH has since removed that statement from

their website.

Exposure to Nuoride is also linked to thyroid disease,  which in turn contributes to heart disease,

obesity, depression and other health problems. Fluoride has an adverse effect on sleep patterns.

One study  found chronic low-level exposure altered sleep patterns in adolescents aged 16 to 19.

They found Nuoride levels of .52 mg per liter was associated with a 1.97 times higher likelihood of

sleep apnea at least once per week. This level is lower than the current recommendation of 0.7

mg/L.

The researchers theorized  that the accumulation of Nuoride in the pineal gland may affect sleep

patterns. Additionally, the researchers wrote that in adults, Nuoride concentrations in the pineal

gland correlate with calciTcation, which in turn is associated with a decrease in melatonin

production, lower sleep time and lower REM sleep percentage.

Health and Human Services Lowers Level of Fluoride in 2015

In 2010, a study  published in the Journal of the American Dental Association concluded that

there was an association between Nuorosis and children's teeth and intake from infant formula

and other dietary sources. They wrote:

“Results suggest that prevalence of mild dental Euorosis could be reduced by avoiding

ingestion of large quantities of Euoride from reconstituted powdered concentrate infant

formula and Euoridated dentifrice.”

The CDC also followed suit in 2010, warning that mixing powdered or liquid infant formula with

Nuoridated water could increase the chance of a child developing enamel Nuorosis.  These

recommendations have since been deleted.

However, your teeth are the window to your bones, and when you see damage to your teeth you

must ask the question: What kind of damage to your bones is occurring?

In April 2015, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services admitted the Nuoride levels they

had been promoting damaged children's teeth.  Major dental Nuorosis was apparent in 41% of

teenagers,  which includes white spots, yellow coloring or pitted enamel.

Despite levels of Nuoride that were high enough to cause Nuorosis, the CDC  also reported that

42% of children and adolescents ages 6 to 19 years and 90% of adults had cavities in their

permanent teeth. Although some health experts continue to promote Nuoride as protection

against cavities, it’s apparently not doing the job.

Instead of completely removing Nuoride from the water to protect bone health in 2015, the HHS

announced they would simply reduce the level of Nuoride in the water to minimize “the risk of

cosmetic Nuorosis in the general population.”  To stress the idea that Nuorosis is solely a

cosmetic issue negates the potential risk to bone health.

By 2020, the American Dental Association was fully on board with Nuoridating water in the U.S. In

a letter  to the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, they noted their

members agreed that the 2018 edition of Fluoridation Facts, the ADA’s resource on community

water Nuoridation, answered questions on the relationship between consumption and lowered

intelligence or behavioral disorders.

Choosing to blatantly ignore all the studies showing Nuoride is a dangerous neurotoxin, they

stated, “The evidence from individual studies and systematic reviews does not support claims of

a causal relationship.”  Additionally, they urged that the National Toxicology Program Monograph

on Fluoride Exposure and Neurodevelopmental and Cognitive Health should move its

classiTcation of Nuoride from a “presumed” neurotoxin to an “unknown” neurotoxin.

Their justiTcation for this was to claim:  “There is not a wide body of literature examining Nuoride

as a potential neurotoxin.” In other words, 70 human and 60 animal studies were not enough to

“support claims of a causal relationship” and is not a “wide body of literature examining Nuoride

as a potential neurotoxin.”

Help End the Practice of Water Fluoridation

What might be assumed from statements made by politicians and experts, is there is a greater

concern over tooth decay than there is over loss of intelligence, brain health in adults and children

and damage done through endocrine disruption.

For citizens in the U.K., a petition has been initiated in Parliament recommending that instead of

adding Nuoride to compel the entire nation to ingest a neurotoxin, “it would be better if people

brush their teeth with toothpaste daily and monitor intake of sugar.”

U.K. citizens can sign the petition at this link. If it reaches 100,000 signatures, Parliament must

consider it for debate. For those who live in an area with Nuoridated water, you can protect your

health by Tltering the water supply.

Because Nuoride is a very small molecule, it's di\cult to Tlter once added, but reverse osmosis

Tltration can be effective.  Clean pure water is a prerequisite for optimal health; thus, the only

real solution is to stop the practice of artiTcial water Nuoridation.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,422 ratings

ORDER NOW
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If they were genuinely concerned about tooth decay, they'd focus on sugar consumption - and achieve a lot more at the same time. Reduce
obesity, diabetes, heart disease and more.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 12:05:56 AM
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DeeMarie123
Joined On 9/22/2015 8:19:02 AM
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All political parties are owned by their donors, MPs making millions from their stock holdings and the common denominator is
pharma. They don't want to prevent ill health, they want to make sure it keeps going. We've been lucky to live in a non-Nuoridated
area but shocks me I have to learn from Mercola they might be sticking poison in our drinking water.
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Excellent reference, Galeforce. In 1937, a study published in the "Journal of Dental Research" showed how reTning carbohydrates
exponentially increased the probability of tooth decay. It was in perfect agreement with what had already been observed in primitive
cultures gradually exposed to these foods of civilization. journals.sagepub.com/.../00220345370160030201  

In 1982, archaeologists and anthropologists from around the world met in New York to assess the impact of the Neolithic
agricultural revolution on the overall health status of humans. The conclusions of that meeting were compiled in the work
"Paleopathology at the Origins of Agriculture", by anthropologists George J. Armelagos and Mark Nathan Cohen. In one of the
passages, the authors state: “In the Upper Palaeolithic, nutritional health was excellent. The evidence reports a very tall stature, a
high cranial base height due to an abundance of protein, vitamin D and sunlight in childhood; very good teeth and a great pelvic
depth from the abundance of vitamins and protein in late childhood and adolescence.
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CEREALS: A PROBLEM. According to the authors, multiple health markers that were quite good during the Paleolithic period clearly
began to deteriorate as agriculture advanced - from the Mesolithic and especially into the Neolithic - and with it the consumption of
cereals. Among those markers was dental health. In fact, dental problems such as periodontitis, cavities or tooth loss came to be
identiTed as diseases of civilization as investigations by doctors in communities far from the customs and foods of modern
civilization were added.

Probably one of the best works in this regard is that of Dr. Weston Price, a dental physician with a passion for nutrition who in the
20s and 30s of the last century traveled the world to study ancestral communities. Among others, he studied, for example, the
inhabitants of the islands of Tokelau, in the South PaciTc. His diet based essentially on Tsh and coconut saturated fats - apart from
some local tropical fruit or chicken - provided them according to Price with a high resistance against cavities as well as a perfect
dental alignment.

However, the diet of the Tokelau people began to change signiTcantly after the 1960s. Modern civilization foods such as Nour and
sugar became an important part of their diet. Higher carbohydrate consumption was one of the main changes. If we wonder what
impact this had on your dental health, we don't have to wonder. In 2001 a study published data on the dental impact on the Tokelau
community of the nutritional transition between 1963 and 1999. For example, dental caries had increased 8 times in adolescents
and almost 4 times in adults in this period. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11887663
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HUNTER-GATHERERS. It is fascinating to see how, already in the 1930s, Weston Price differentiated cavities between those who
subsisted on the traditional diet and those who lived in the port and had access to industrial products: a 0.6% incidence of cavities
among the former and 33% between the seconds. But Price also studied hunter-gatherer skeletons from the Paleolithic era, on which
the following excerpt from his masterpiece "Nutrition and Physical Degeneration" corresponds: “In the study of several hundred
skulls taken from burial sites in South Florida, the incidence of dental caries was so low that there was practically an immunity of
apparently one hundred percent, while in hundreds of skulls not a single tooth was found. attacked by dental caries. The deformity of
the dental arch and the typical change in facial shape due to inadequate nutrition was completely absent, and all dental arches had
an interdental relationship and shape that classiTes them as normal ”.
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Apart from Weston Price, the British Sir Edward Mellanby deserves a special mention. He worked together with his wife Dr. May
Mellanby and was the discoverer of vitamin D, as well as its importance in preventing rickets and strengthening bones and teeth. In
his research career, between the 10th and 40th of the 20th century, he came to demonstrate the correlation between the strength of
dental enamel and the formation of cavities. Most revealing was that both Mellanby in animal studies with dogs and Price with
humans came to design an almost identical diet at the same time to not only prevent but even reverse tooth decay.

If we join the conclusions of both authors, such a diet would be based on: - High content of minerals such as calcium or phosphorus;
- Important presence of fat-soluble vitamins such as vitamins D and K2. For this, organic butter, egg yolks or cod liver oil were used.
 Use of vegetables and animal products such as those mentioned, apart from meat and organs. Low presence or absence of cereals
since they are rich in phytic acid, which prevents the absorption of minerals. Finally, let's remember that today we also know that
Omega 3 fatty acids play a very important role in bone mineralization and Tght periodontal disease.
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As a dental hygiene student in the late 70's I became very curious about the Nuoride debate because quite frankly,  there was no
debate. We were taught Nuoride prevented cavities and therefore was a good thing. Proctor and Gamble gave money to the college
and their scientists gave us lectures on Nuoride treatments. I did ask questions but they were never answered. I decided to research
the "other side." I found out that stannous Nuoride,  the one they use to add to toothpaste was a by product of aluminum production.
 The aluminum industry was the one lobbying for Nuoridation of the water supply.

Baltimore started Nuoridation early on and still had one of the highest rates of dental decay. Research was coming out conTrming
the effects of Nuoride on the thyroid and brain. I knew back in the early 80's that aluminum was found in the brains of Alzheimer's
patients.  I could not understand why so many people were against Nuoridation if it truly was a good thing. What would be their
motive? I was led to the research of some very intelligent rogue dentists, Hal Huggins, in particular and the works of the Pottinger
Foundation.  

Yes, Nuoride was important to the formation of teeth and bones but the Nuoride our bodies use is calcium Nuoride,  not stannous
Nuoride. I made up my mind not to push Nuoride or Nuoride treatments to my patients.  I taught them the effect of sugars and
particularly cola drinks that combine sugar and phosphoric acid that literally eat holes through the enamel.  I do not use Nuoride
products and I never gave to my children.  Instead they received cell salts with calc Nuor. I installed an R/O system in my home in
1987. The point of all this is stay curious. Whether Nuoride,  vaccines,  food, or even supplements , do your homework and Tgure out
why you may or may not need something.  Question everything you put in your body.
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forbiddenhealing
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Great points all, amazing the edicts of bureaucrats; Stop with the rules/recommendations/guidelines and other Naky orders from
these monopoly shills.  Gui and Weston Price cover the insanity of making people drink rat poison, bureauc-RATS.  Yes carby sugary
diets, the impact on oral bacterial contingents, metabolic output, scurvacious lack of Vitamin C and the added oxidative stress of
metals and industrial toxins..public compliance made easier through weakening minds and bodies...Compare paleo diets to pyramid
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Health Secretary to Force Fluoridated Water on Entire Country
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

U.K. Health Secretary Sajid Javid announced he would be adding Nuoride to the water

supply, a move that was supported by the chief medical o\cers of England, Northern

Ireland, Scotland and Wales

*

In response three British scientists sent a public letter to Prime Minister Boris

Johnson, cautioning "This is not a good time for the British government to mislead the

public on the dangers posed by the practice of water Nuoridation.”

*

England's chief medical o\cer dismissed the concerns, calling them "exaggerated and

unevidenced." However, there are 70 human and 60 animal studies demonstrating an association between Nuoride ingestion and a reduction in

learning or memory

*

Evidence also suggests Nuoride is associated with ADHD and disrupted sleep patterns and is an endocrine disruptor. U.K. citizens may sign a

petition for Parliament to consider it for debate. While reverse osmosis Tltration can help, the most effective solution is to stop water

Nuoridation

*
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builders of Egypt living on beer and bread...and how our pharma-med system totally ignores nutrition, Vit/Min levels and toxic
burdens..An obvious scam from get-go..Like Fauci, "No treatment for covid, wait for our magical vaxxx."  The status quo is rotten to
the core.
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@Guillermou - great mention of Dr Weston Price.  Didn't he conduct tests on rats fed with a junk diet with feeding tubes directly into
the stomach?  They still got tooth decay despite the muck not coming into contact with their teeth.  I remember being at school
years ago and a Doctor's daughter was offered a chocolate.  She declined, saying that she didn't like to eat sweets unless she could
brush her teeth straightaway.  I now know that straight after is when the enamel is soft, so brushing teeth at that point is more
damaging.  My Mercury-free Dentist says that saliva is the best  at-hand remedy to re-mineralize teeth.
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Lead service pipes were banned in 1986, but America's water infrastructure still contains lead. Studies have found that children who live in
areas with FSA-treated water have higher levels of lead in their blood, and show that children who drink water treated with FSA and other
Nuorosilicate chemicals are 20 percent more likely having dangerous levels of lead in your blood. CDC has yet to warn the public about the
risk of Nuoridation / lead. Instead, as it did during the Washington DC lead crisis, the CDC has worked to minimize the danger.

“The lead contamination crisis in Washington, DC's water supply, and the culprit that caused it, the water disinfection chemical chloramine,
is a powerful example of how things can go terribly wrong when water quality problems water are considered and addressed in isolation.
The surprisingly high levels of lead in the blood of young children in Washington and other states were contaminated with lead from old
pipes. Duke”. www.ewg.org/enviroblog/2009/07/chloramine-lead-pipes-Nuoride-contamin..  The combination of aluminum and Nuorine has
a synergistic toxicity. Aluminum has a strong a\nity for Nuoride, and is therefore used in Nuoride-affected areas for deNuoridation of
drinking water using Activated Alumina techniques.

Engineering departments also use residual aluminum when Pesticides that contain aluminum leaching into the soil and interact with the
Nuoride present in groundwater so that the chances of receiving combination of aluminum Nuoride through the water increases in areas
with high concentration of groundwater Nuoride. Aluminum metal is used as structural material in industries- Aluminum is also widely used
in water treatment as coagulants to reduce organic matter, color, turbidity and level of microorganisms.
shodhgangotri.inNibnet.ac.in/bitstream/123456789/5575/2/02_synopsis.p..  (2018)
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Floride easily displaces iodine in the body because it is much lighter and therefore more reactive. In fact, the activity of any of the
halogens (iodine 126.70, bromine 79.90, chlorine 35.45, Nuorine 18.99 are the most common). The action of iodine on the thyroid is
not limited to metabolism, but also has an important immune function. Blood circulates through the thyroid, once every 17 minutes
in what has been called the "17 minute" step. The secretion of iodine is a powerful disinfectant in the bloodstream, as it passes
through the thyroid weakening the invading organisms, allowing them to be more easily eradicated.

If the thyroid is deTcient in iodine, this critical step in immunity is lowered or eliminated. Unlike iodine, which the body cannot store
long-term, Nuoride is a persistent and troublesome toxin. Its effects are systemic and only half of what is ingested can be excreted,
the rest is stored in bones and tissues, blocking access to other elements, such as iodine.

Let's avoid Nuoride as much as possible, and value curcumin's protection. In this study it is demonstrated that the single daily dose
of 120 ppm Fluor results in very signiTcant increases in lipid peroxidation, as well as neurodegenerative changes in the neuronal cell
bodies of the hippocampal regions. Curcumin supplementation signiTcantly reduces the toxic effect of Fluor to an almost normal
level by increasing antioxidant defense through its cleansing property and provides evidence of its therapeutic role against
neurodegeneration. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3969660  (2014) ~ www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7502194  (2020)
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Boron and calcium chloride as builders reduced the Nuoride content in all internal organs and also reduced the elevated plasma
glucose and phosphorus level and improved the plasma SOD activity. It is concluded that the toxic effect of Fluor is partially
improved by supplementing 50 ppm of Boron or CaCl 2. nopr.niscair.res.in/.../43229  (2017) Exposure to Nuoride, which deteriorates
the architecture of the liver, is supported by portal inNammation, necrosis, and histological changes. Folic acid is the best
supplement to prevent and reverse liver histological changes caused by Nuoride. apims.net/.../237  (2019)

Data suggested that Nuorine-induced adverse effects on reproductive and other organs in female rats, while treatment with vitamin
C, vitamin D, and calcium decreased Nuoride toxicity. www.tandfonline.com/.../02772240701712733  (2010) Environmental
exposure to arsenic (As) and Nuoride (F) in the last year has increased due to the excessive use of naturally contaminated
groundwater. Environmental Exposure of Arsenic and Fluoride and Their Combined Toxicity: A Recent Update
onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../jat.3931  (2019).
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Why don’t they just Nuke us and get it over with already

🙄

 the suspense is killing me. 

🤣

 Anyway, those of us who didn’t take the Jabs, will
have to clean up the bodies later.
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The "vaccines", antibiotic abuse, water, environmental pollution, food contamination, genetic therapies, etc, BigPharma, CDC, FDA,
and in general, the globalist elites, with psychopathic minds and ambition without splits are degenerating the human race. REPORT
FINDS “PROBABLY CARCINOGENIC” CHEMICALS IN ALL MUNICIPAL WATER SAMPLES TESTED. By Joseph Mercola: The
Environmental Working Group (EWG) has once again released a report that should grab your attention. After analyzing water
samples from 201 municipal water systems from 43 states, EWG found chemicals considered “probable human carcinogens” in
every single water system they tested. The report “Water Treatment Contaminants: Toxic Trash in Drinking Water” was sparked by
concerns about water contamination in the wake of Superstorm Sandy, which spilled tens of millions of gallons of sewage into
waterways along the East Coast. www.lewrockwell.com/2013/08/joseph-mercola/is-your-tap-water-killing-y..
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Good question. I wonder what these so-called leaders in health will come up with next? Here in Calgary, we just had our election for
mayor. Included was the question of adding Nuoride to our water. It seems that over half of Calgarians voted yes, but the result is not
o\cial yet. So we have lost on 2 fronts this week: loss of freedom and loss of common sense. God help us.
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Lol yes! The powers that be seem to be hell bent on destroying our health and the planet. You have to ask WHY they still insist on
Nuoride in the water. It's crazy, my parents fought this issue back in the 70s!  I thought that issue was long resolved. I am just sick
and tired of being dictated to by the likes of the lord god Fauci and Chris Twitty.
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Vultures and working cats.
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Dumbing the population down into compliance is the goal.  It looks like an overall plan where the pieces Tt together to treat people as proTt
units. First jab them and make those that survive dependent on pharmaceutical companies for boosters ever after and also meds to relieve
the symptoms of their adverse effects.  Then destroy all healthy heirloom food and make everyone dependent on GMOs much to the proTt
of big ag.  Eliminate the landrace seeds.  To further insure subservience, add Nuoride tot he drinking water as was done in the Nazi
concentration camps to keep prisoners subdued.  And worse...  take over their lives, liberty, children, livelihood, everything they own and
use constant surveillance to make sure no one even thinks anything contrary to the plan despots have in mind. I have a hunting bow and
self loading reTlls.  I do not plan to eat fake meat or processed crickets. Or soylent green.
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Fluoridation/Graphenation Colossal War Crimes - Full Spectrum Soft Kill War Battle Against Your Actual Brain Meat - Behind
Canada-NATO’s ‘Cognitive Warfare’: ‘Battle Against Your Actual Brain Meat’ Waged by Western Militaries - Global Research –
Including/Incorporating Graphene injections and 5G – “Ways of Harming the Brain - It is a war on our individual processor, our brain.”
NATO Researcher Describes Cognitive Warfare as ‘Ways of Harming the Brain’

Now, NATO is spinning out an entirely new kind of combat it has branded cognitive warfare. Described as the “weaponization of
brain sciences,” the new method involves “hacking the individual” by exploiting “the vulnerabilities of the human brain” in order to
implement more sophisticated “social engineering.” In a chilling disclosure, the report said explicitly that “the objective of Cognitive
Warfare is to harm societies and not only the military.” “It’s crucial to understand that it’s a game on our cognition, on the way our
brain processes information” A 2020 NATO-sponsored study of this new form of warfare clearly explained, “While actions taken in
the Tve domains are executed in order to have an effect on the human domain, cognitive warfare’s objective is to make everyone a
weapon.”

“The brain will be the battleTeld of the 21st century,” the report stressed. “Humans are the contested domain,” and “future conNicts
will likely occur amongst the people digitally Trst and physically thereafter in proximity to [transmission] hubs of [5G] and political
and economic power.” i0.wp.com/thegrayzone.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/NATO-cognitive-wa..  ~
www.globalresearch.ca/behind-nato-cognitive-warfare-battle-brain-waged..  ~
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/10/no_author/the-second-american-war-of-indep..  ~
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/10/no_author/the-unvaccinated-are-looking-sma..
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Du Cluzel went on to explain that the exotic new method of attack “goes well beyond” information warfare or psychological
operations (psyops). Cognitive warfare is not only a Tght against what we think, but it’s rather a Tght against the way we think, if we
can change the way people think,” he said. “It’s much more powerful and it goes way beyond the information [warfare] and psyops.”
De Cluzel continued: “It’s crucial to understand that it’s a game on our cognition, on the way our brain processes information and
turns it into knowledge, rather than solely a game on information or on psychological aspects of our brains. It’s not only an action
against what we think, but also an action against the way we think, the way we process information and turn it into knowledge.”

“In other words, cognitive warfare is not just another word, another name for information warfare. It is a war on our individual
processor, our brain.” The NATO researcher stressed that “this is extremely important for us in the military,” because “it has the
potential, by developing new weapons and ways of harming the brain, it has the potential to engage neuroscience and technology in
many, many different approaches to inNuence human ecology… because you all know that it’s very easy to turn a civilian technology
into a military one.”

As part of its efforts to promote Canada’s NATO Innovation Challenge, the NAOC held a panel discussion on cognitive warfare on
October 5. Canada - NATO Innovation Challenge Fall 2021: Cognitive Warfare
www.eventbrite.ca/e/canada-nato-innovation-challenge-fall-2021-cogniti..   “Ways of Harming the Brain - It is a war on our individual
processor, our brain.”  www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphene&kind=video&sort=new  Fluoridation/Graphenation: [It's only] A
Colossal War Crime... [if they lose]. www.bitchute.com/.../OnWY5pDXl4cK  ~
www.bitchute.com/search/?query=vaccine%20graphene&kind=video&s..
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Calgarians vote yes to Nuoride in city water supply  - “The more we do to you, the less you seem to believe we are doing it.” ―
Joseph Mengele .. Updated Oct. 19, 2021 1:00 a.m. MDT \ CALGARY - Calgarian have voted to add Nuoride back to the city's water
supply. "I’m thrilled," said Juliet Guichon, a University of Calgary medical bioethicist and the campaign manager with Fluoride Yes!
"And I'm sure I speak on behalf of the small but mighty team in saying we're delighted that Calgarians will beneTt now from
Nuoridation again." Eugenics Works Yes! calgary.ctvnews.ca/calgarians-votes-yes-to-Nuoride-in-city-water-supp..  

Juliet Guichon - Associate Professor - Full Time Faculty \ Dr. Guichon's work focuses on issues that arise at the intersection of law,
health care, ethics, religion and journalism. She has authored several academic articles, presented at academic conferences, and
was senior editor of the book, The Right to Know One's Origins: The Best Interests of Children of Assisted Human Reproduction
(Brussels: ASP, 2012). An award-winning lecturer and seminar leader, Dr. Guichon is a frequent contributor to public debate and has
founded four child health advocacy groups:  contacts.ucalgary.ca/.../1-4840676        

Appreciate it if someone reading this who was Vaxterminated [but still kickin'] at Wokeschwitz, Alberta 2021 would send this article
to Juliet [Mengele] Guichon for me... I might be a bit close to the Alberta Bolshevik Chekist Stalags/Gulags at this point to do so
safely. The Chekist (1992) - YouTube www.youtube.com/watch  .. Oct. 17, 2021, "Cutting Through the Matrix" with Alan Watt
"Tyranny's Shimmering CamouNage - We're From the Government and We're Here to Help"
www.alanwattsentientsentinel.eu/.../currentEnglish.html
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Progressive Couple Thrilled With Latest Mandates https://youtu.be/0a2sqMLhGNM
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Oh no.  Yet another Tght on our hands and against the usual criminals.  Chris Witty, Chief Medical O\cer for England, is our Fauci
equivalent and is on Gates' payroll.  As long as these criminals are in charge, things are going to get worse.  At least the lawsuits have
begun and it's just a matter of time before they are removed.
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Yes, bad "science" is at the service of the powerful oligarchies that control the Now of money. This bad science is driving a decadent
world, a pollution that reaches all parts of the planet. This Tts with the 'free market' ideology according to which free will and choice
prevail and disease, unemployment, poverty, etc., are the fault of the victim, rather than the consequences of a structured system
(politics and politics). economically) to meet the needs of the powerful. commercial interests and over which, as in the case of
glyphosate exposure, the public has no control.

The risks and damages, from the Nuoride polluting industries, are deliberately hidden or downplayed by all levels of government that
seek to impose mass medication. Regulatory bodies do not protect citizens from chronic poisoning. 95% of humanity has
abandoned Nuoridation but the Australian Federal, State and some local governments recklessly try to enforce this civil recruitment
for medicine without the informed consent of each individual, through drinking water. Fluoride causes Death and Disease
www.researchgate.net/publication/303911083_Fluoride_causes_Death_and_D..  (2016)
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I wish I was married to Chris Witless. By G** he'd pay for it.
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Between Chris Whitty & Neil Ferguson, the UK 's health is in appalling hands..  (Not to mention the BBC constantly broadcasting dreadful
propaganda into people's homes).. How these incompetent (and I'm being kind here) and dangerous men are still in positions of authority is
beyond me.   They need to go. I used to like Boris Johnson.  However, his inability to lead effectively (contracting COVID-19 probably
affected his mental processes) - combined with kow-towing to the nefarious monsters who wish to subjugate the world is not helping
Britain.  He also needs to go. However, what choices does the UK electorate have when it comes to running the country?  As things stand
currently - none.   What a mess..
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There's a song from the early 80's called President Gas.  Basically it says it doesn't matter who you vote for, you get more of the
same.  "They come in from the left, sometimes they come in from the right".  The following lines sum it up: "it's sick, the price of
medicine stand up, we'll put you on your feet again open up your eyes just to check that you're asleep again" Sums up many of the
population here.  They spend more time researching a new car than Tnding out about health or jib-jab$.
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UK Govt can't force Nuoride onto all of the UK, Scottish water is a legally separate entity within the UK, so the English can go pour chemicals
down their throats all they want but Sajid has no authority over Scotland, it's NHS or Water.
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Yes, the earth has turned into a toxic soup. To follow the trail of money, greed and power, is to follow the trail of those who treat
people, as an object for their ambitions. The mentality necessary to put Nuoride, a great poison, in the consumption of water
demands and to advise the use of pastes with Nuoride, implies a dehumanization and lack of ethical values. The ADA's Nuoridation
propaganda has been discredited by scientists independent, both in the United States and internationally.

One of the studies they evaluated was conducted by the National Cancer Institute's most famous scientist, Dr. Dean Burk. Dr. Burk
conducted the largest study in the history of medical science that examined deaths from Nuoride-induced cancer in 10 major cities
in the United States. He testiTed before the United States Congress on April 6, 1975, Nuoridation at that time would cause more than
40,000 unnecessary cancer deaths in the US each year. He told Congressional Nuoridation was "socially imposed mass murder on a
large scale unexpectedly involving tens of thousands of American cancer deaths each year." https://youtu.be/r7CxjCHf4R8
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But the Wee Krankie will want to get ahead of England so she'll enforce it sooner.
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I’m a big believer in Chlorine Dioxide as I’ve witnessed its effectiveness for several years now. Give this video 2 minutes of your time, the
information contained herein is valuable. www.brasscheck.com/.../the-forbidden-molecule
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have signed the petition and written to my MP Damien Hinds MP. All this has done is conTrm that Parliament no longer has ANY interest in
representing the needs of the people; now entirely representing the needs of corporate PR departments.
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Fluoride is a mind control agent. This world is showing forth it's true colors as a NWO mind control grid of human government in which men
play God attempting to force and control coercively equal human beings into subjection to a man who thinks he is God: as human
government "reconstructs" human beings into the image of body object slave AI mind controlled robots. Lucifer is the power of communist
Stockholme Syndrome forcing subjugation. Appalling. Lose sight of God - lose sight of individualism as free moral agents. The Lord knows
I hate communism. Well. There is a tipping point at which a person becomes so incensed by the NWO that one sees God and arises as the
free moral agent one was created to be. Standing alone with God. Bringing Him back on the scene.
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Amen!
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They want to lower your IQ.  Flouride makes you stupid.  Something wrong with all your leaders.  The can't kill you off with the mRNA jab,
now they are going to use Nouride.
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In addition to the study reported by Dr. Mercola, other studies show the decrease in IQ, especially in the mother's gestation. HEALTH
EFFECTS ON IQ OF FLUORIDE journal.nzma.org.nz/journal-articles/health-effects-on-iq-of-Nuoride  (2020)
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sodium Fluoride is a carcinogenic radical. As soon as it hits water, the sodium become aqueous, the Nuorines stripe calcium from
your soft connective tissues and organs to self stabilize it's atomic structure, weakening bones, body, digestive capacity, IQ,
immunity, etc. Concentration camp deaths were primarily from water borne diseases, exaggerated in their effects by the damage
caused to the immune system of interns by Nuorinated drinking water and the use of sodium Nuoride all around the camps as an
insecticide.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 12:45:27 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What’s the big deal about a little Nuoride? We’ve already got world-wide death shots, and plenty of glyphosate in our food. Beverages with
liver destroying alcohol? It’s legal go for it. But stay away from herbal medicine, raw goats milk, and unpasteurized eggs from small, local
farmers. That stuff’s liable to cause big problems. Besides, none of that’s approved by the FDA.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 2:46:03 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

11sweetie11
Joined On 12/20/2017 1:43:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

your article focuses on all the symptoms that Nuoride causes. The mechanism by which Nuoride works is it is a di-electric blocker.
 Mitochondrial water is structured to produce more energy. Gerald Pollack calls this EZ water. Enter the halogens that steal electrons to
complete their outer ring and this reduces the waters ability to restructure. When this happens we lose our ability to do every metabolic
function properly and this manifests in all the problems you mentioned above.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 10:37:46 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Xactly

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 12:38:38 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Polo58
Joined On 8/17/2021 6:24:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I distill all my water, and have done for many years, after suffering from the local municipal water supply. A good distiller should take out
the heavy particles and its easy to test after ward.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 6:50:24 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The article mentions signing the Petition in the UK  and says that when there are 100,00 signatures the topic has the be debated.  I used to
be under the impression that this discussion would be held in Parliament but in fact it is held in a side room with as many or as few MP's
who choose to attend.  Recently there were about 4 of them who decided to turn up. I no longer bother to sign such petitions.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 2:17:07 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Joyannette
Joined On 3/9/2010 7:23:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The petition has 30,500 signatures already and will surely reach 100,000 signatures within the 6 months allowed.  
(petition.parliament.uk/.../597714  ).  No votes are taken following the debate, it's true, and the debate could coincide with other
business of the House of Commons which has to take place in the main chamber.  Should many MPs signify that they want to attend
the debate, then a larger room would have to be provided.  We realise that the anti-Nuoridation movement needs to educate MPs and
urge them to attend the debate.  Many know nothing about the issue, particularly if they are new to politics and if they live in a
non-Nuoridated area. Unfortunately, many depend on the information provided by the House of Commons Library and much of that
supports Water Fluoridation. That has to change.  Travelling hopefully and developing further strategies.   Joyannette on behalf of
Fluoride Free Alliance UK (www.ukfffa.org.uk).

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 6:16:09 AM
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I drink puriTed water out of glass or stainless steel containers.  But, I also want to be prepared for when I might not have that with me and
I'm thirsty and only have Nuoridated water available.  In the past, I would simply allow my hydration to suffer which isn't healthy and then
drink when I get back to where I have good water.  But, I want a compact way to remove the Nuoride.  The pocket Tlters are good at
removing mostly everything EXCEPT Nuoride.  What chemistry will be best for Nuoride removal like at a restaurant or work site where I'm
not carrying my water bottle with me?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 1:36:39 AM
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srsheets1hotmail.com
Joined On 10/19/2021 2:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The  best substances for Tltering Nouride out of water are aluminum oxide and bone char carbon.  Using an aluminum compound to
Tlter Nuoride could possibly add aluminum to the water.  Bone char carbon Tlters out Nuoride as well as other harmful substances
such as radioactive compounds, so it would be the preferral choice for Tlter media.  I don't know of any portable Tlter setup that uses
bone char carbon.  Most times, bone char carbon is used in cartridges or tanks, used in home water systems.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 2:23:31 AM
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Research Boron ...Dr Rex Newnham! Boron deTciency is a cause of arthritis ,joint issues ,osteoporosis etc! It also chelates Nouride!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 4:16:38 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vitamin D has a number of cofactors, without which you won't get all of the potential beneTts that vitamin D has to offer. The most
important cofactors for vitamin D are: Magnesium, Vitamin K2, Zinc, Boron and Vitamin A. Zinc and Vitamin K2 work in conjunction
with Vitamin D to strengthen your bones, support immune health, and protect against cardiovascular disease. Zinc can also aid in
the cellular activities of vitamin D. Boron is a trace mineral, which means that its presence in your body is only necessary in small
amounts, but it is necessary for your health. It helps in the use of minerals that are key to vitamin D function, such as calcium and
magnesium, to keep your bones healthy, supports brain function, and affects hormone levels in your body.

Vitamin A and Vitamin D work in a delicate balance to carry out the functions prescribed by the genetic code. Irwin G. Spiesman
published a human trial in the Archives of Otolaryngology, a journal published by the American Medical Association, massive doses
of vitamins A and D in preventing the common cold. Spiesman treated 54 people who suffered from frequent colds (Tve to seven
colds per winter) with massive doses of vitamin A alone, vitamin D alone, or vitamins A and D together. Spiesman found that
vitamins A and D are most effective together and are most effective against reducing colds when fed together:
 drcarolyndeanlive.com/2017/08/07/vitamin-d-and-magnesium-supplementati..  ~ www.purenootropics.net/cofactors-for-vitamin-d
 ~ www.pforym.com/understanding-balance-vitamin-d-cofactors  ~
www.holisticcharlotte.com/dont-overlook-the-necessity-of-vitamin-d-cof..  ~ vitamindwiki.com/Low+cost+cofactors+for+vitamin+D
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Anggerek
Joined On 3/9/2010 4:26:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, it would be relatively easy to avoid Nouridated water in the home but one has to go out, eat food cooked in Nouridated water in
restaurants, drink tea brewed in tap water,etc, etc. How about mineral water sold in glass bottles then when you're away from base?
But drats, in London they're found only in large supermarkets though...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 1:22:11 PM
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you needed anymore proof that the UK's Conservative government is a fascist globalist puppet regime, hell bent on murdering it's own
population, now you have it. Poppycock levels of stoopidity out of Westminster have gone beyond the pale. It's insidious, Trst they wipe out
immunity with bioweapons, then poisoning the water like the Nazi's did to concentration camp interns will only create an even greater death
toll.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fourth Reich is alive and thriving in the USA. The *** Nuoridated water of Jewish ghettos during WWII to pacify them. If Nuoride is meant for
the teeth only, why have the public ingest it? We don't see people eating toothpaste -- do we? If Nuoride is meant for the teeth only, then it
should be applied topically only. Fluoride destroys the thyroid -- an incredibly important hormone gland affecting numerous bodily
functions. It does so because being in the same element column as iodine from which the body manufactures thyroxine, Nuoride replaces
or displaces iodine -- forcing people to supplement with synthroid (resorbs bone) or natural Armour thyroid. Additionally, Nuoride has been
shown to cause cancer which occurred in my family. When is the public going to rise up and start suing the government, the vaccine
companies, Bill Gates, Fauci, buildaburgers, freemasons, and the rest of the global elite actors and enablers for genocide constant
scheming how to damage or kill people?
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Clh8735
Joined On 4/14/2017 9:50:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It took from 1978 to 2015 to realize my worsening bowel issues were from Nuoride!!! I married and moved from farm to city in 1977. My
bowel issues started in and started doctoring/colonoscopies, etc. in 1978(they didn’t put you out for colonoscopies back then either!).
 2019 diagnosed celiac disease and later IBS as celiac diet failed.  Years of miserable, unresolved bowel issues to retiring early in 2015 due
to embarrassing/uncontrollable bowel issues.  

Joined a leaky gut program in 2015 and made bone broths from scratch needing Tltered  water!  Got 5 gal. RO water from store and decided
to solely drink/cook with it as always kiddingly thought as no diet worked.. maybe it’s the water!   My symptoms started to improve with the
RO water!!!’ WHATS IN MY CITY WATER TO MESS WITH MY BODY??? I researched and found FLUORIDE to cause bowel/gastrointestinal
issues!   Symptoms kept improving after changing diet/product use(esp. Nuoride toothpaste /no Nuoride treatments) that voided Nuoride!  I
found the Berkey Tltration system with add on Nuoride Tlters to be perfect Tt! RO water is wasteful, removed valuable minerals and is
acidic!  Many years were wasted with gastroenterologists ….so many colonoscopies, drugs, diets, theories tried!  

After 45 years on the conv. medical train …I got off and researched to Tnd holistic to be of healing and improving my immune system!   Dr.
Mercola has been  part of my journey and have entrusted much advice from him!  Now invested in nebulizers/food grade HP !   So
disappointed with the fact our health care system is nothing to do with health!  I’m so delighted to have been awakened to the corruption
and avoiding the push for jabs!  Plus…  There is so much proof Nuoride is a neurotoxin and this news is shocking…oh not really!  Poisoning
the planet is the plan/demic!
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Help recover your gut biome with natural butter and cheeses when cooking or eating any bread/grain products, speciTcally wheat
breads, you need the natural digestive enzymes of the animals who can digest wheat products in order to break them down safely.
Yogurt too, but not fake low-fat dairy, go full fat real yogurt for best results, and avoid ALL NSAIDs, these destroy your gut biome and
digestive capabilities, asprine, Tylenol, ibuprofen, that sort of crap, to be avoided completely. Also, avoid all seed oils for cooking,
olive oil, coconut oil or butter for cooking, pure, uncut, organic as well. And yes, as you rightly pointed out, avoid all Nuoride products.
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Charla57
Joined On 9/6/2016 9:25:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We had to vote for a new mayor yesterday also one of the questions was about Nuoride. Now today i see this.  What is wrong with these
politicians we need to ask them if they have a brain and can research on their own. I heard it was over 60% for Nuoride. I hears that it is the
city councilors Tnal say. UNBELIEVABLE
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great, Nuoride AND graphene oxide! The Age of Mandates. smartwatermagazine.com/news/g2o-water-technologies/milestone-contract-..
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debdelarosa7gmail.com
Joined On 3/1/2021 8:34:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess they see how well it has worked in Amerika.  We don't have courageous men anymore.  Where is our military, national guard, police
to unload these containers of our supplies we will be needing in the near future?  Why are we allowing the criminals to keep our goods out
in the ocean?  If something isn't done soon, you will see the shortages soon, along with riots, looting and everything else that goes with the
Bolshevik plan to take even the food we have stored away.  They literally went into peoples homes, that were still alive, and stole their food
from them so they would starve to death, which they did.  See those containers out there at the various ports?  That is our food and
supplies they don't want us to have.  We were not taught the true history of what has really been happening with all these wars, killings etc.
 Some of us have eyes to see....
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rep4255
Joined On 8/21/2021 2:41:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in Calgary, we just had our election for mayor. Included was the question of adding Nuoride to our water. The o\cial result is not in yet,
but it seems the majority has voted yes, so our city has taken 2 huge hits this week. And now the UK may see this Nuoride mandate shoved
down their throat. Another way to put more nails in our co\n? Hmmm...
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are water Tlters that can remove Nuoride.  If you have Nuoridated water, get one.  They're not expensive.
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Nicole.74
Joined On 11/19/2014 2:23:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This annoys me, because I liked knowing that Great Britain was out there and that it might possibly be a good place to go live someday. I'm
probably not ever going to go there, but even so, I just want to know that there are other decent places to live. This greatly reduces the
score that I give it.

Interesting that tea contains some Nuoride, because tea (camellia sinensis) is one of the biggest causes of tooth decay for me personally,
and the effect is rapid, immediate, and severe. I think people might possibly drink lots of tea in Great Britain, and if they totally stopped
drinking tea, they would stop having so many cavities. I have also noticed a couple other speciTc foods that caused rapid, severe tooth
decay and tooth loss - millet was the worst. I had a tooth actually break off while I was eating millet for a couple days. Millet turned out to
be a goitrogen, which I hadn't known, and I was dead exhausted for many, many days after I stopped eating it. I think that people have
severe tooth loss in places where people eat a whole lot of millet regularly.

Fluoride in water also causes obesity, if I recall, and I know that's how it is around here in Bellefonte, PA, where they Nuoridated for a long
time, and then stopped. You can see that everybody in the entire town is - there is no nice way to say it. 'Fat and stupid.' I'm sorry to be so
cruel, but that describes the entire town. I don't blame people for being what they are, since I know that something has caused it, something
beyond their control. However, maybe the Nuoride itself doesn't cause obesity - it could be the *other* heavy metal contaminants, if you
mentioned lead and arsenic - I remember that cadmium was strongly associated with obesity, and arsenic might possibly be too, but I don't
remember. There were four metals that were the worst - arsenic, cadmium, lead, and mercury.
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Trevor2522
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:31:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey, Brits ... sign the anti-Nuoride petition ... petition.parliament.uk/.../new  This is actually an example of how the Rothschild-led,
global-bankster, crime cabal are speciTcally punishing the British for voting Brexit in 2016.   Along with taking away their new,
internal-combustion vehicles -- even hybrids --  in 2030.   And the massive kill-shot push through totally-controlled mainstream media and
our communist, NHS death-machine.   Plus all sorts of petty travel restrictions: inventing 'red' countries out of thin air, and Tning people
£5,000 for any tourist travel (now rescinded).
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What...the covid MEASURES and NANOBOT SHOTS aren't destroying people's lives fast enough?! There is no depth to which these evil
criminals won't stoop! As the saying goes: Lower than a snake's belly; and the "snake" is pretty low!
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belizebeth
Joined On 3/19/2016 8:29:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Berkey makes a decent stainless steel counter water Tlter, that runs around 300 USD.  It has the option for you to put in special Nuoride
Tlters if you live in such an area.  Those Tlters are good; however, they will not remove glyphosate.  I learned this directly from Dr. Don
Huber, while he was visiting/speaking in our small country.  He said that the only Tlter to effectively remove glyphosate (and other
contaminants including Nuoride) is the  Pursanova (made in US), which he had. Pursanovas run over 1,000 USD.  Who wants to be cheap on
something which can affect your health, and especially your children's health forever?    I gave my daughter a Pursanova for wedding gift.
 That's a gift that keeps on giving.
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jsmauldin
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:01:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Research was conducted some years ago to verify that Nuoride made people complacent..... a great way to controlling the herd. So the
person who owns the company that supplies the Nuoride and all of those politicians in-bed with the supplier(s) force this on the people
creating a billion dollar business for the supplier and a less rowdy group of citizens. More proof of the controls that have been put in place
to keep everyone "in line" with the objectives of those running the world.
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Wenonah02
Joined On 7/25/2020 8:00:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola for providing the link to the Petition re Forced Nuoridation of British drinking water. I have now signed. Our
government is becoming increasingly draconian in all matters re our personal health decisions. in spite of valid research. By the way, to all
our friends in the US, last night protestors stood outside Westminster Houses of Parliament chanting 'Arrest Bill Gates'!!!! Hope you are
pleased!!!!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There’s going to be a lot of thyroid problems
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Insane. We need to punish these frauds severely for doing anything that they claim is for the greater good. People’s health is not your
concern. We will decide what we consume.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Drastic carbon Tltration (not a simple countertop or a jug) can, hopefully, get rid of Nuoride, which is an industrial waste product. (Nice;
people are made to pay for being poisoned, not that it's anything new). Did you know that a law has been passed already in two states
allowing for liquifying the dead and using the slush as fertilizer? Soylent Green is coming true! It is scary that dishonest, crooked,
malevolent mass murderers can exercise so much power. And I thought it was the rock bottom, when the American Psychiatric manual, a
couple of years ago, started listing those who challenge "authority" as people with a "mental disorder." It looks like the patients are running
the asylum; well, they have been running it for several decades, but no so patently. When will the enforcers realize that once they wear out
their usefulness, they are next on the list of those to be terminated? Some of them are only Covidian religious goons, but many are "only
doing their jobs" and/or "have families and bills to pay."
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m thoroughly convinced that all governments are corrupt- There’s no authentic leadership to be found just greedy schisters taking money
under the table from big Corp & big pharma. Unless we resist this insanity will continue until humanity is wiped out!
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I.M5384
Joined On 7/21/2013 6:41:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When one goes to the dentist, they apply Nuoride to ones teeth (on the surface). Some may penetrate the enamel to some extent. It's not
even the same compound. What goes in the tummy gets delivered where the liquids Now...  Assist me in understanding how the bodys
rivers get the Nuoride to the tooth? The surface especially.  Some country MUST have some stock pile of some garbage they wish to get rid
of. Sell it to the water municipalities as Nuoride. Such barbaric way of thinking.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 5:19:34 AM
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AndymAndym
Joined On 4/26/2016 7:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The dentist also tells you “try not to swallow” while the Nuoride is on your teeth! Just let it drool down your chin like the idiot we want
you to be.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 6:17:10 AM
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you get rain you have drinking water.  I have gathered water at various times the past couple of years for drinking. Sometimes I run it thru
a pitcher Tlter for rain water- they also make Tlters to take out Nuoride. If it is not cold out, I have put one drop of household bleach per
gallon jug and let it sit. Water still good  3 weeks later.  I have even drank the rain water raw!  My cut Nowers, cats and hens ALL prefer rain
water to even well water( I have that option too).
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the government has outlawed catching rainwater in many states here in the USA. I can’t believe citizens actually allowed that
one either. Government KNOWS we’re bleating sheep to the slaughter! The ONLY way to get this done is through a violent revolt,
nothing short of stunning violence will change this tide.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I remember correctly, Fluoridation was used by Hitler on the Jews in the concentration camps to make them docile. I’m shocked the water
supply hasn’t already been tainted in the U.K. with this poison. Seems like a pretty good time to roll it out though. Can’t have people
protesting in the streets worldwide. Roll out the poison, err Fluoride.
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some Local Authorities do Nuoridate
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pra3771
Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its poison.....stop the insanity
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Deblee96
Joined On 9/24/2021 10:39:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Tnd the link posted by Robert regarding the second american war of independence to be a welcome spot of light in a sea of gloom. At
least some are beginning to get it. www.lewrockwell.com/2021/10/no_author/the-second-american-war-of-indep..
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Found ya Sassafras. Americans are not only quitting their jobs or moving out of state rather than having their school-age children
face mandatory vaccination, onerous lockdowns and public ridicule, they are beginning to forge their own new independent
American culture that is less reliant upon government, public utilities and federal money. The “great escape” has already begun.
Luckily only the good die young, eh?.. Gary D. Barnett has written many great articles that are also published at LewRockwell.com
www.lewrockwell.com  ~ www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/gary-d-barnett/our-new-normal-inNation-po..  ~
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/gary-d-barnett/the-worst-is-yet-to-come-as..   as well as at his own site... he doesn't pull any
punches... there will likely be some tough sleddin' this winter... buy food, stack Trewood while the gettin's still good.
https://www.garydbarnett.com/  Cheers.
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belizebeth
Joined On 3/19/2016 8:29:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello  Dr. Mercola,   Thank you for continued useful articles.  What happened to the easy download pdf you  had at top of articles, at least
since the 48 hour article removal  mandate?  Did they force you to remove that also?  Yes we can copy and paste, just wondering... Please
keep up the Tght.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

belizebeth have just downloaded the pdf from the tiny link coloured red at the top of the page immediately to the left of the date.
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oli09pin
Joined On 10/15/2011 10:29:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would they be concerned about Nuoride when what the whole nation needs are some good orthodontists.
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think you are mistaken there ? This is NOT about Nouride ... its just another part of the death throes of deep state ...we ARE in a war !!!
BrieNy we have had for hundreds of years a elite who have stolen money ,bribed and controlled to a point where they now have over 80% of
the worlds wealth ,have caused wars, division ,disruption poverty and depopulation  ( through their drug companies) !  The NHS wasn't
formed to help the people ... it was designed to thieve huge amounts of taxpayer money using a  shoddy false medicine! Now the Tnancial
system they have used to continue doing that is gone ,replaced by Quantum ... a new secure gold backed system which each country will be
bought into and those with dodgy accounts of untracked money, of bribes and laundering  will have it removed!

Big pharma WILL be taken down , its factories blown up and you will be told exactly why in 7 hours of video and spoken word when the
media and internet are taken down... you will get Emergency broadcasts! After that the new Starlink system will carry our internet ...but NO
website etc that seeks to interfere with free speech , ban people or otherwise lie ...will not be allowed on the system!  FB has already been
blacked out and warned with much of its illegally held data wiped ( Zuckerberg is in Gitmo awaiting his trial on treason charges)!!
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It does at least indicate the strength of feeling ... but this IS a war ... the mass arrests are ongoing ...Johnson etc ARE deep state ... a militia
of Rothschilds etc! However the take down has been slowed by the discovery of some seriously vile crimes involving big pharma ... and
prepare to be shocked to disbelief ... its about millions of stolen children globally ...( 10 million a year) and the inter breeding of human and
animal ...and yes the US military are having to euthanise semi humans ...white tents appeared in Haiti ,Italy and elsewhere with excuses
given ... but thats what is happening! Again it WILL all be explained in some graphic detail ( the only way people will understand) ... the
tunnels systems WILL be limited open to public viewing in time ... and the new RoA President ( actually the last one ) and his new Vice
President ( We are told that it will be John F Kennedy jr ) ... and THAT is yet another shock coming ...all the people supposedly dead ...are
not ? One thing ..whatever rampaging the DS does ... the take down is unstoppable now!
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates is dead ... I can guarantee that October 1st! Fauci IS arrested and awaiting tribunal!  Javid though is a nazi ... doing the deep state
work and as is the whole intent of the NHS ( has been for decades) determined to kill any way he can! The arrests ARE coming ...its taking
longer than hoped simply because of vile crimes uncovered that we will all be told about soon! When I say vile ... its beyond vile .... its going
to seriously upset and then anger the people ... and  big pharma are totally to blame... Mengele has nothing on these rancid human beings!
Make no mistake ...the drug industry will be destroyed , forget all those drugs you are convinced you need the way we treat and heal is
going to massively change ... look for Kodak centres ( in RoA ...Republic of America) ! Forget Washington , forget USA ... neither have much
relevance now ( The WH may even be demolished) !
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Enjoy the "hopium" steve but the Q-ties* Cavalry are not likely to come riding over the horizon wearing white hats as soon as you're
indicating... Monkeywerx has a bit of a different forecast you might Tnd interesting... even South Park gets it... even the white hat
ranchers know that we're long overdue for a cull... expect the Deagel Report forecast numbers will be hit well within schedule before
2025 and/or before they roll in the "returning" orange hero psyop back onto the stage again. Nothing Can Stop What is Coming…
Nothing.  www.monkeywerxus.com/.../nothing-can-stop-what-is-coming  The Systematic Dismantling of America
www.monkeywerxus.com/blog  ~ orange hero "reality" www.bitchute.com/.../aZnQzy4h6DoO  South Park | South ParQ Vaccination
Special * www.bitchute.com/.../9ujprgpejgJH  ~ www.bitchute.com/search/?query=south%20park%20covid&kind=video&..  ~
www.bitchute.com/.../owOGbXgH4zbC
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